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Growing the entrepreneurial mindset
The Dobson Centre is the hub for entrepreneurship at
McGill University, where ideas stemming from all
faculties grow into innovative companies with a
purpose. We inspire, teach and develop early
entrepreneurs while welcoming them to a wider
entrepreneurship ecosystem.

The McGill Dobson Bootcamp & Cup Competition aims
to ignite and cultivate an entrepreneurial mindset.
Throughout the Bootcamp, teams broaden their
entrepreneurial skills by participating in targeted
workshops covering topics such as value creation,
market research, financial basics, and storytelling, in
addition to pitch practices and coaching sessions.
The Cup Competition awards the strongest teams up to
$200,000 in prize money across four categories:

▪ Social Impact Enterprise

▪ Environmental Enterprise
▪ Technology-Driven Enterprise
▪ Health Sciences Enterprise
Dobson Cup: The competition comprises two rounds,
the semi-finals (up to 30 teams per track) and the
finals (up to 8 teams per track), followed by the
Awards Ceremony.
Upon completion of McGill Dobson Bootcamp & Cup, teams are
encouraged to apply to the 2022 McGill Dobson X-1 Accelerator.
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Kika Armata
Associate Director
McGill Dobson Centre
For Entrepreneurship,

This flagship program
launches McGill
entrepreneurs to the next
level of their journey.
“The McGill Dobson Bootcamp & Cup
Competition provides up-and-coming
McGill-affiliated startups with
comprehensive learning, networking
opportunities, coaching sessions, and the
chance to compete for seed funding.”
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PROGRAM
OVERVIEW

Program Dates:
January 25 to March 30, 2022
Duration:
Tuesdays from 6-8 PM for 10 weeks

Key Learning Themes:
▪ Creating and delivering an effective pitch presentation
▪ Conducting market research
▪ Crafting your marketing strategy
▪ Establishing and tracking Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) Understanding business structures and steps of
incorporation Designing your roadmap for the future

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS: Delivered by seasoned
entrepreneurs and business experts, these sessions aim
to introduce strategic frameworks and concepts that guide
the process of shaping and developing startup ideas.
1-ON-1 COACHING SESSIONS: Available by appointment,
the clinics are hands-on, one-on-one meetings to support
startups on specific areas of their business plan.
BANKING INFORMATION SESSION: Offered by the National
Bank, this session provides an opportunity to explore the
specifics of banking for startups.
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PROGRAM
OUTLINE

01

Introduction

02

Creating and delivering an effective pitch presentation

03

Storytelling and audience engagement

04

National Bank Info Session

05

Market research

06

Market Positioning for Startups

07

Finance for startups: KPIs and revenue models

08

Legal – Business Structures

▪ Keynote Speaker
▪ Program introduction and overview

▪ What to include in your pitch
▪ Pitch structure
▪ Tips for creating a cohesive and clear presentation

▪ Enhancing your pitch and capturing the audience’s attention with an engaging narrative

▪ Performing your competitive analysis
▪ Best practices and useful resources for your market research

▪ Crafting a marketing strategy that aligns with your value proposition and brand promise

▪ Identifying your Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
▪ Developing a sound revenue model

▪ Defining the business structure that suits your startup
▪ Understanding how to incorporate
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
In order of appearance

Sam Bruneau is Taiga's Chief Executive Officer and CoFounder. He co-founded Taiga in September 2015 with a vision
to revolutionize the power sports industry with electric
vehicles that outperform peers without sacrificing the
environment. In his capacity as Chief Executive Officer and CoFounder, he is responsible for the general direction and
management of Taiga and contributes to the design and
development of Taiga's products. Sam has valuable experience
with the design, development, and manufacturing of electrical
power sport vehicles and holds a Bachelor's Degree in
Electrical and Electronics Engineering from McGill University.

Sam Bruneau

Paul Achard is Taiga’s Chief Vehicle Development Officer and
Co-Founder. He is responsible for overseeing the
development of Taiga’s vehicle platforms and their
introduction into the manufacturing stage Prior to cofounding Taiga, he worked at ERFT Composites as a designer
of composite tooling. Paul holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Mechanical Engineering from McGill University.
Paul Achard
Bonnie Chau is a Portfolio Manager at BCF Ventures with
diversified expertise in the areas of entrepreneurship,
finance, accounting, and investment. She currently leads the
due diligence for B2B startups and provides support in
portfolio companies. Prior to becoming a VC at BCF Ventures,
she has worked at one of the fastest-growing fintech
companies in Canada by providing her expertise in
Finance/Accounting. Bonnie holds a BCom in Accountancy
from Desautels Faculty of Management at McGill University
and she also obtained her accounting designation CPA.

Bonnie Chau
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
In order of appearance

Nathaniel Haeems is a trained facilitator, and consultant with
international experience in both Europe and North America,
who has spearheaded a number of leadership development
initiatives for various multinational organizations.
His subject matter expertise is focused on effective business
communications ̶analyzing, organizing, and presenting ideas
clearly and with impact as well as conflict resolution. He is
currently a faculty lecturer for the McGill Executive Institute
‘Building and Selling a Winning Business Case’. He holds a
Bachelor of Commerce degree from Concordia University and
an MBA from McGill University.

Nathaniel Haeems

Claude MacDonald is the founding president of Talentuum.
Over the last 26 years, he has trained more than 30,000
managers, professionals, and employees from major
organizations across Canada, the United States, Europe, and
Asia. Claude is a certified business coach (Registered
Corporate Coach), a certified Professional from the ROI
Institute (CRP), and is also a faculty member of the McGill
Executive Institute. His areas of expertise are customer
success, sales leadership, sales management & B2B
consultative selling.

Claude MacDonald
J essika-Kina Ouimet spent 5+ years in financial services,
designing and delivering corporate innovation programs,
leveraging methodologies such as Design Thinking, Lean
Startup, and Agile. She recently joined Bonjour Startup
Montreal to focus on bringing corporates and start-ups
together, from program design to commercial collaborations
and across industries.
She also co-founded the Young Women at BDC Network,
leading an executive team, and achieving Diversity & Inclusion
impact objectives. She holds a Bachelor of Political Science
and Communication Studies from McGill University.
Jessika-Kina Ouimet
MCGILL DOBSON
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
In order of appearance

Shelly Rao is a capital raiser, operator, and finance leader. In
her previous position at Kepler, Shelly helped the company
lead two debt raises & Series B financing. She has also
worked in investment banking with CIBC in the M&A group,
and the National Bank of Canada across various industry
groups.
Shelly Rao
Béatrice T. Ngatcha is a partner, patent agent, and lawyer in
Lavery's intellectual property group. She is registered as a
patent agent in Canada and the United States and is also a
lawyer admitted to the Bar of Ontario and a member of the
Barreau du Québec (cjc). Béatrice holds a doctorate in
chemistry from Laval University and was a postdoctoral fellow
at the National Research Council in Ottawa. Béatrice's
expertise is also used in the areas of intellectual property
litigation, trade secrets, transactional due diligence reviews,
patent-related business strategies, patent portfolio value
creation, licensing, and arbitration.

Beatrice T. Ngatcha
Selena Lu is a partner in the Business Law group at Lavery.
Her practice focuses on mergers and acquisitions and the
drafting of standard contracts, including leases, franchise
agreements, distribution agreements, and financing
agreements. Selena has strong business acumen and offers
practical and innovative solutions to her clients, who are
mainly entrepreneurs and owner-operators. She is currently
a member of the Board of Directors of the Musée national
des beaux-arts du Québec, the Société du parc JeanDrapeau and the Collège des administrateurs de sociétés.
Recognized as one of Entreprendre magazine’s Top 100
Women Leaders, Selena is regularly invited as a speaker on
governance, diversity and inclusion, and leadership.
.
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
In order of appearance

Michael Amar is a McGill alumnus from the Desautels Faculty
of Management with experience in Audit (KPMG), Private
Equity (Novacap), and Strategy Consulting (Roland Berger).
Michael is currently a Senior Business Analyst at RenoRun.
He will be operating the Financial Clinic to help teams deal
with specific financial issues, by appointment.
Michael Amar

Chad Williams has extensive experience in mining finance
and management having previously held the positions of CEO
of Victoria Gold Corp., Head of Mining Investment Banking at
Blackmont Capital Inc. and a top-ranked mining analyst at TD
Bank and other Canadian brokerage firms. Mr. Williams has
been a Director of several emerging mining companies and
was a founder of Agilith Capital Inc. as well as Westwind
Capital Inc. Mr. Williams holds both a P.Eng in Mining and an
MBA from McGill University. Executive Producer of motion
picture Red Rover.
Chad Williams

Adam Gutman is the Product Lead at BDC, leading their
digital transformation. With nearly 20 years of IT and
Innovation experience in the financial services industry,
Adam has made a career of translating business models and
initiatives into thoughtful, client-centric solutions. As a
practical intrapreneur, his internal and external partnerships
have introduced new capabilities and ways of working that
opened a variety of new value propositions.

Adam Gutman
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PROGRAM
SPEAKERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
In order of appearance

D avid Davidovic is the Founder of PathForward Strategic
Consulting. He has built and led commercial functions in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries for over 40 years
and has been directly involved in bringing to market many biopharmaceutical innovations and driving business agility. His
career includes leadership positions in marketing, sales,
business development and commercial operations functions in
Canada, in the US and globally. Most recently, David was Vice
President and Global Head of Commercial Services for Roche
and Genentech.. David holds a BSc in Physiology and an MBA ,
both from McGill University in Montreal Canada. Born and
grew up in Quito, Ecuador. Lives in San Francisco, CA.

D aniel Armali is the Principal at Amplify Ventures, previously
MaRS Catalyst Fund. This renowned seed-stage venture fund
investing in technology companies solving social and
environmental market gaps. Prior to joining Amplify Capital,
Daniel spent nearly seven years with the Business
Development Bank of Canada (BDC) supporting venture capital
investments in direct companies, as well as Funds, and Funds
of Funds. Daniel has held a number of board roles in Canada.
Daniel has an undergraduate degree from Wilfrid Laurier
University and an MBA from HEC Montreal.

Anton Angelich is the Group V.P. of Marketing for Virginia Dare,
responsible for the marketing of flavors and consumer
research. Mr. Angelich holds previous executive positions with
Symrise, Cultor Food Science and Givaudan flavor companies.
He has over 17 years with Nestle as a manager and food
scientist in product and process development, and sensory
evaluation. Mr. Angelich holds B.S in Food Science from McGill
University and an M.B.A. in Marketing from N.Y.I.T. His
professional memberships include the American Society for
Enology & Viticulture, American Association of Candy
Technologists, Canadian Institute of Food Science and
Technology, American Marketing Association, World Futurists,
and numerous trade association affiliations.
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CUP COMPETITION OVERVIEW
Program Dates:
February 10-11, 2022 Semi-Finals
March 28-30, 2022 Finals
March 30, 2022 Award Ceremony
The competition is made of two rounds, the semi-finals (up to 30 teams per track) and the finals (up to 8
teams per track), followed by the Awards Ceremony. Participating startups deliver a 5-minute pitch followed
by a 10-minute Q&A to an external panel of judges.

The competition will take place across four tracks:
▪ Health Sciences Enterprise Track (HSE): Open to startups developing innovative solutions in the health
sciences fields of biology, chemistry, physics, medicine, dentistry, and engineering as well as a variety of
multidisciplinary fields that are working to improve health, quality of life, patient-centered healthcare,
prevent and cure diseases, and understand how humans and animals function.

▪ Technology Driven Enterprise Track (TDE): Open to startups developing global solutions upon a new
technology in the fields of computer science, robotics, mechanical engineering, manufacturing, construction,
communications, education, business, financial, and information technology as well as a variety of
multidisciplinary fields that are working to significantly or radically disrupt their industry sector.

▪ Social Impact Enterprise Track (SIE): Open to non-profit

or for-profit startups that apply commercial
strategies to maximize improvements in human and social well-being, such as trading cooperatives, credit
unions, community organizations, NGOs, or other multidisciplinary fields that are working to achieve social,
cultural and/or community economic outcomes as their mission.

▪ Environmental Enterprise Track (EE): Open to startups developing innovative solutions to address one or
several major global environmental challenges in the fields of nature conservation, agricultural science,
renewable energy, transportation, waste management, food production, consumer goods, retail, and
packaging or other multidisciplinary fields that are working to reduce the negative impact or increase
positive effects on the environment

MCGILL DOBSON
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DOBSON CUP
AWARDS
MASTERCARD FOUNDATION-DOBSON STARTUP
AWARDS
Established under the Mastercard Foundation Scholars
Program at McGill University the MCF-Dobson Startup
Awards will be offered to viable, sustainable, and
scalable ventures and community projects that create
economic opportunities for others.
▪ 1st Place MCF-Dobson - $10,000
▪ 2nd Place MCF-Dobson - $7,000

STEVEN PAL FAMILY AWARD
Established in 2020 by Steven Pal (BSc 1979, MBA 1981),
this award will be for a student who has demonstrated
entrepreneurial talent and initiative and is involved in
an entrepreneurial venture.
Amount: $5,000

MURDOCH FAMILY INITIATIVE AWARD
Established by Neil Murdoch (BCom‘81) and Gisele
Murdoch to help support undergraduate students in the
Desautels Faculty of Management to take the initiative
to gain practical experience during their studies and to
encourage students to be creative and entrepreneurial.

DOBSON CUP POWERED
BY NATIONAL BANK
$160,000 in prizes
distributed across all four
tracks:

▪

1st Place - Four (4)
prizes of $20,000*

▪

2nd Place - Four (4)
prizes of $12,000

▪

3rd Place- Four (4)
prizes of $8,000

Amount: $5,000

McGILL ENGINE PRIZE
Established in 2017 in the Faculty of Engineering, the
McGill Engine Prize, funded by Jim Brodeur and his wife
Barbara Brodeur, is offered by the McGill Engine Centre
to support a technologically-based venture.
Amount: $2,500

AVMOR PRIZE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Established in 2003 through the generosity of Mr.
Avrum Morrow for an outstanding undergraduate
startup focused on social responsibility.
Amount: $1,900

MCGILL DOBSON
BOOTCAMP AND CUP
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PROGRAM
APPLICATION
Ideal participant profile:
The McGill Dobson Bootca mp & Cup competition is a comprehensive program for McGill-a ffiliated early-stage
startups that have been working on a prototype or/and have a functional business that is looking to develop
their business plan and move towards launching their startup.

▪ Your team has at least one member that is affiliated with McGill (e.g., student, faculty, staff, or alumni).
▪ Your team has at least one technical co-founder and can build your business upon a technology, science, or
idea that is significantly or radically disruptive.

▪ All team compositions: unidisciplinary, multi-disciplinary, and inter-professional teams are welcomed and
encouraged, as are teams that include learners or graduates.

How to apply:
1. Read the online guidelines to confirm eligibility and understand the major steps
2. Choose which of the four tracks of the Dobson Cup competition you want to enter. Track definitions are
available in the guidelines.
3. Write your five-page startup plan using the fillable Microsoft Word template and convert it into a pdf
document. Plans that do not use the template will not be accepted.
4. Make a short video of your team presenting the project (1’30” maximum) – unlisted on YouTube or Vimeo.
Fill in the online application form, attach your pdf startup plan and add the link to your video.
A commitment towards attending all the Bootcamp workshops and executing the project work is required. Upon completion
of the program, participants will obtain a McGill Dobson Centre For Entrepreneurship certificate of completion. Certificates
will only be awarded to teams/individuals that have met the program attendance requirements.

Requirements:
▪ Participants may not miss more than one program session without a valid reason. Individuals/Teams that have two or
more absences will be contacted by our team and may be asked to withdraw from the program.

▪ To ensure the intended learning continuity, all registered startup team members are required to attend the program in
its entirety.

Be notified when the program applications ope n

MCGILL DOBSON
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LET’S STAY
IN TOUCH!
For general inquiries:
dobson.mgmt@mcgill.ca
Sign-up for our Monthly Newsletter:
Monthly Newsletter

Website: www.mcgill.ca/dobson

